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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
As I approach the end of my term of office I cannot but look
back on what has been accomplished during the past four
years. Building on what was achieved in the past our
Organisation has flourished beyond its founders’ dreams.
We have acquired new sites, set up a prestigious head
office manned by our own staff, carried out credible
restoration projects, intensified our publishing activities and
successfully promoted increasing visitors to our many sites.

Wirt Għawdex President
Franco Masini

This past year has seen an intensive amount of initiatives which has brought to the fore the
potential of Wirt Għawdex making it the foremost and most important Gozitan NGO in the
field of heritage, restoration and conservation and education.
It is a pity that in a year when we have achieved so much the Mġarr ix-Xini Tower was
declared out of bounds for our staff and all visitors in the most important part of the season
namely August to November. This happened because the whole area was sealed off to
enable a film to be shot. Dubbed a block buster the event, though good for Gozo, meant that
we were unable to open the site. We tried hard to find a compromise for visits to be allowed
during certain times but this was not allowed. This negative element however does not
diminish from what has been achieved, particularly with the help and cooperation of the
Ministry for Gozo which has now assumed the unofficial role of a trusted partner. In this
regard we have to thank personally the Minister Dr Anton Refalo for making available
resources which Wirt Għawdex on its own could never have obtained.
As I am about to hand the baton to my successor I look with pride at the state of health of
our organisation, its potential to look after the heritage of our dear island and the
enthusiasm which our staff and members embrace. There is much more to be achieved and
challenges to be met but given the continued assistance of the authorities and the sustained
dedication of our Council and members the future truly beckons.
I wish you all . . . A Happy , Peaceful Christmas and All The Very Best in 2015

Franco Masini

Gozo island of the Three Hills or more?
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The island of Gozo is known as the island of the three hills, but many people become confused when they see that Gozo has many flat-topped hills. So why three hills?
The lithograph that I am showing with this article was featured by Pietru Pawl Castagna in his book Lis storia ta’
Malta bil Ghżejjer Taħħa (A history of Malta and its islands) published for the first time in 1866 with the second
edition following between 1888 and 1890. In the introduction to the second edition he writes in archaic Maltese;
“Illum, li quasi colhat jaf jakra bil malti, ghaib ghal min ma ghandux lis-storia ta pajisu mictuba bil lingwa li
jitkellem! Dan u’ l’ ewel ktieb li wiehed imissu icollu fil libreria tighu”. (Nowadays, when almost everybody can read
in Maltese, it is a shame for those who do not have a history of their country written in the native language). In
fact, Castagna was one of the first to publish a history of Malta in Maltese. The popularity of his books attests to
the crave that existed at the time for the history of our country in our native language and helped in no small way
to spread interest in nationalist
movements.
The lithograph shows an idealized
view of Gozo with its flat topped
hills. On the forefront one may notice the sinuous valley of Mġarr ixXini meandering behind the village
of Xewkija. On the upper part of the
picture one may see the hills of TadDbieġi, ta’ Għar Ilma, il-Belt
(Cittadella) t’Għammar, Ta’ Gelmus,
iż-Żebbuġ, Ta’ Kuljat and TadDabrani. The lithograph was
produced at the Brocktorff printing
press in Valletta by Giuseppe or
Luigi Brocktorff who together with
their father Charles have left us
many artistic impressions of Malta
The lithograph is entitled Ghaudex and measures 125mm x 197 mm
and Gozo in the mid nineteenth
century. The lithograph being
shown is taken from the second edition of the work mentioned above since the first edition contains the same
lithograph but withouth the topographic names. The subject is not original since the same view appeared in the
book published by Captain T.A.B. Spratt On the Geology of Malta and Gozo published in 1854. This print will be the
subject of a future article in this series.
Back to the three hills enigma, the lithograph shows eight hills and it does not include ix-Xagħra, in-Nadur and ilQala. One may still see the same view featured in this lithograph from Ta’ Ċenċ. Therefore one is justified to ask
which are the three hills for which Gozo is renowned? The reply is to be found in a nautical atlas or a navigation
book of the fifteenth century which states that ‘La cognosenza si e’ tal chi vien ver Cecilia vedi lo Gozo in tre monti;
lo mezani si e’ mazior, sovra ‘l qual si e’ uno Castel de Molta, zioe’ del Gozo’ meaning ‘ one would recognize the
island of Gozo, when approaching from Sicily by seeing Gozo as three hills with the middle one the largest on which
there is the castle of Malta or rather of Gozo’. This means that sailors would recognize the island from afar from
the shape of the three hills when approaching from the north. The hill on the left made up of the group of the
hilltops of Ix-Xagħra, In-Nadur and Il-Qala, the hill of Cittadella in the middle, whilst on the right Iż-Żebbuġ with Ta’
Gelmus, Id-Dabrani, Ta’ Kuljat, Ta’ Dbiegi, t’Għammar and Għar Ilma would appear as another hill.
I would like to acknowledge Mr Victor J Galea for drawing my attention to this work.
This article was written by John Cremona
Executive Committee Member of Wirt Għawdex
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by Andrew Gatt

Located exactly on the border of the town of Victoria, we find an
elegant 18th century building. which once served as a changing quarter
for the Governor of Gozo and possibly to the Grandmaster of the Order
of St John, while on their visit to Gozo. According to tradition, following
a long boat-trip from the grand harbour of Malta to Gozo and then
again, a ride through the rough country road on the horse-drawn
carriage ‘karozzella’ from Mġarr harbour to the town, the masters and
their entourage halted at this spot to refresh themselves, repose and
presumably change travelling attire to ceremonial outfits to enter the
town with pompous impressions.

At the time, this building was detached from the town’s historical centre
of Rabat. Little is known about this building, small in size, but sweet in
appearance. It consists of two main rooms located on two floors and
connected by a surrounded open-air stone flight of stairs. The ground
floor entrance hall has massive arches to support the upper room and a
side terrace locally known as setaħ. However the attraction of the façade
is the semi-circular stone balcony standing on two feet. It ends on an
arch, centred by a shell carved motif which is typical of the period.
Whereas the ground floor room must have been used by the
accompanying servants, page and slaves, the upper room must have been
utilised exclusively by the master himself as a changing room. I must
suppose that it was well furnished with a wash-hand basin equipped with
fresh water, armchairs and a canopy bed.
A couple of years ago, due to the widening of this main road, this abandoned house was in danger of being
lost forever. Thanks to the insistence of Wirt Għawdex with the local authorities, this building was
dismantled, its stones were marked one by one, and rebuilt adjacent to its original site.
As a further enhancement this year the Ministry for Gozo commissioned a statue to be placed in the
beautiful niche which adorns the façade. The choice fell on St Ursula, the female patron saint of Gozo, so as
to commemorate the 400th anniversary of the donation of the relic-bust of the saint by Governor Fra
Eugenio Ramirez Maldonado to the Cathedral Church. According to the Roman Marthyrology, in the 4 th
century, Princess Ursula led a pilgrimage of maidens to carry out missionary activity from Britain to Cologne,
where they were massacred by the Huns (Germanic tribe). The statue was sculptured by artist Angelo Agius
and was inspired from the altarpiece found at the Gozo Cathedral. This masterpiece is unique as no other
full-size statue of St Ursula exists on the island.
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Wirt Għawdex has been
awarded the Gieh Għawdex
2 01 4
H onour
as
an
acknowledgement
of
the
society's contribution towards
the
pr e se r v ati on
and
conservation of Għawdex’s
heritage. The presentation took
place at Circolo Gozitano in the
presence of E.T. Marie Louise
Coleiro Preca, President of
Malta and many distinguished guests. Circolo Gozitano set up this annual award to
recognize individuals and societies whose contributions bring prestige and honour to the
island.

The late George Vella was also
posthumously
awarded this
Honour at the same ceremony.
George had a great love for Gozo
and its history and was one of the
first committee members of Wirt
Għawdex and was actively
involved for many years.
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The official inauguration of Żewwieqa with
the fully restored Dghajsa, which is now a
historical and beautiful highlight. We also
installed an information panel (in English
and Maltese) so visitors can better
understand its significance.

This is the
ex-voto niche
under the arches at Mġarr (where the restaurants are).
The original ex-voto painting went missing some years
ago and Wirt Għawdex replaced it with a print of the
original. The wooden niche was also given some
needed maintenance work and re-painting in time for
the recent inauguration of Żewwieqa.
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We held our third annual concert in honour of St. Cecilia at the St. Cecilia Chapel. The concert was a
very enjoyable mix of music, song and poetry. The cast included seasoned performers, young up-andcoming musicians and singers and students. The programme was truly enjoyed by the whole audience
who filled the chapel.

Trees at it-Tokk
During the recent issue about the possible
removal of the trees at it-Tokk, Wirt
Għawdex was in contact with the Victoria
Council and MEPA to monitor the decisionmaking and also to give our own feedback
and suggestions. We were also involved
with local protestors by providing
information, photos and assisting with
their written objections. We are very glad
that MEPA has made the right decision by
turning down the request to have these
trees removed.
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Photo from 1930

And then there was light!
The restoration of the Salvatur is complete,
lights are on and all material brought back
down from the hill thanks to the assistance of
the Gozo Ministry and the Armed Forces of
Malta. Truly a new landmark for Gozo.

The restoration of the statue of Our Saviour
in front of the Capuchin Church in Rabat is
now also complete.
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This photo from the 1960’s shows the
fountain still facing Tiġrija Palazz before
it was turned to face It-Tokk.

The cross and fountain prior to their restoration.
The paved area around the cross and the
fountain has been lowered to uncover the
bottom step which had been buried under the
flagstones. New lights were also installed.
The fountain and cross have been
restored with minimal use of new
stones. The greenface (the feature
with the water spout) was replaced
with a newly sculpted face to better
represent the feature as shown in
the original plans of the fountain.
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This statue of St. Francis, on the road to Marsalforn (Rabat)
will be fully restored by Christmas. This statue was sculpted
in 1945 by Gozitan Guzeppi Agius, known
locally as ‘il-Brejbex’ (1893-1948). There are
several statues around Gozo by the same
sculptor the most well-known being the
statue of St. George known as San Gorg talĦagar in Rabat.

The statue of St Ursula, one of the patron saints of Gozo, which
has been installed at Dar il-Gvernatur. The statue is the work of
sculptor Angelo Agius from Rabat, Malta and was commissioned
by the Ministry for Gozo. This was to commemorate the 400 th
anniversary of the donation of the reliquary of St. Ursula to the
Matrice (Cathedral).

Betty and Rosabelle setting up our
new HQ. Rosabelle is there Monday to
Friday, 9am to 12 noon so do stop by
and say hello if you’re in the area.
The telephone number at the office is

21562666
Our HQ at night
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Some of the special visits during the last 3 months:
During the first week of November, RTK radio station
organized a week-end break in Gozo and visiting Santa
Cecilia Chapel was one of it’s highlights. They were a
group of almost a 100 people.
Also in November the 6th Form students of Sir M. A. Refalo
visited the chapel as part of their monthly cultural
activities. In December they visited the newly restored
Dgħajsa tal-Latini in Żewwieqa and as you can see they
were very interested in their country’s heritage.
A group from Għajnsielem Band Club celebrated the feast of
St Cecilia by holding a mass at the chapel.
In early December the Santa Cecilja Chapel was used by the
NGO Association for a lecture and award event.
A group of Gozo MCAST students held their annual voluntary
day cleaning our Citadel site
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Our new office admin, Rosabelle Pavia,
carried out a short survey prior to one of our
lectures to find out about preferred social
activities. The top choice was "Off-site social
gathering after Lectures". We hope to be able
to try it out at one of our next lectures and
we'll keep you informed.
SOK Students: This year we have another 6
Sixth Form students who
have
chosen
Wirt
Għawdex to do their
voluntary portion of
their SOK project. We
would like to welcome
them
on board and
hope that they enjoy
this experience!

Site Statistics
Over the months of October, November and December, we had over 8,500 visitors at
our two open sites, i.e. Citadel site and the St Cecilia Chapel.
We are projecting to reach the 18,000 visitors mark for the year. This despite having
the Mgarr ix-Xini Tower out of bounds since May due to the filming in the area.
This substantial increase in numbers over last year was mainly due to the opening of
the Citadel site on a daily basis.
This is again thanks to the contribution of time and energy from our
volunteers.

2015
IMPORTANT NOTICE
We will be holding the 2014 AGM on

Friday January 23, 2015 at Santa Cecilia Chapel starting at 5:30pm .
This will be an opportunity to get an update on the society’s achievements and
to have a say in its future plans. As per Section 4 Article 1 of our statute, any
proposals for amendments to the statute are to be notified to the membership
secretary on membership@wirtghawdex.org, in writing, at least three (3) days
before the date of the AGM (The society’s Statute can be obtained from our
Headquarters between 9:00 and 12:00 Monday to Friday). We are always looking for members who would like to be involved more closely with our work by
serving on the committee. Any member who is interested should advise our
office at least three (3) days before the meeting by e-mail on
info@wirtghawdex.org or on 21562666 / 7977198 and should attend the
meeting if possible. If you cannot attend in person but would like to make recommendations or suggestions, you can pass them on to us via the above e-mail
address prior to the meeting.
Thank you
LECTURES
January:
Friday Jan 16th - Dr. Mario Saliba - Polio Epidemic in Gozo - Exposing War Secrets
February:
Friday Feb. 6th - Paul Cassar - The Friaries & Churches of Augustinians, the Franciscan Minor Conventuals & the Capuchins in Rabat, Gozo - their Artistic value. ( This was
postponed last November 7th due to bad weather)
March:
Friday March 20th - Joe Sultana - Peculiar Nature Episodes
related to Gozo
The usual notification and opportunity to book seats will be sent
out closer to the date.
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COMPETITION

Competition in this issue is:
In his article Gozo Island of the Three Hills or more, John
Cremona shows us a lithograph of Gozo depicting more
than one hill.
Our question is: Once you go beyond the village of
Xewkija, how many hills are illustrated in the lithograph?
Please send in your correct answer by not later than 28th
February , 2015 to:
The Editor at: membership@wirtghawdex.org
Or at the address given below on your right. The first
drawn correct entry will win a €25 voucher by Mario
Dispensing Opticians and 1 year free membership with
Wirt Għawdex
Santa comes early.....
Peter Sutton, a member for many years, is the winner of
our previous competition.
He was presented with
the wine hamper and a 1yr free membership with Wirt
Għawdex He was thoroughly pleased with the unexpected
early Christmas gift.

Ms.Rose Spiteri
While there, Prue Sutton was asked to draw the winner of the
raffle for the original watercolour by Roger Jones. The drawn ticket
was that of long-time member Rose Spiteri. Rose was very excited
about winning herself a beautiful early Christmas present.

Wirt Għawdex (founded 1981)

Member
of :
Voluntary
Organazations VO/0227
- Gozo NGOs’ Association
Address:

This fund raiser brought in just over €480 and a big Thank You is
due to all of you who supported this initiative by buying raffle
tickets.
The interest shown is very much

Dar il-Gvernatur
Triq L-Imġarr
Rabat VCT 9010.
Għawdex, Malta
Website: www.wirtghawdex.org
E-mail: info@wirtghawdex.org
Mobile:

79771981

Editor: Ms. Sandra Jackson
membership@wirtghawdex.org

Mission Statement
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“To Foster the
Knowledge of
And
Safeguard the Natural,
Archaeological,
Historical
and
Anthropological
Heritage
of the Islands of
Gozo and Comino.”

